Dress Code Policy

**Rationale:**
- Under the Victorian Education Act the Templeton Primary School Council has the legal authority to mandate that the wearing of school uniform is compulsory for all children attending this school.
- The Dress Code applies to all children during school hours, while travelling to and from school and excursions, as stated in the uniform policy.

**The Dress Code:**
The School Uniform is comprised of:
- bottle green tracksuit pants, boot leg pants or gabardine pants
- bottle green and gold rugby windcheater with school logo
- bottle green and gold bomber jacket with school logo
- Templeton tartan skirt or tunic
- bottle green and white check dress
- bottle green tights
- bottle green scarves
- gold polo shirt – short and long sleeved with school logo
- green and gold waterproof jacket
- bottle green waterproof jacker

Year 6 students may purchase and wear a unique Templeton hooded windcheater in their final year

**Hats:**
- bottle green flap cap with school logo
- bottle green Templeton baseball cap
- bottle green bucket hat with school logo
- bottle green beanie with school logo

**Footwear:**
- socks to be worn at all times (white or grey)
- no cut away socks permitted
- shoes are restricted to black lace-up, buckle-up and sturdy pull on shoes for safety

**Physical Education:**
- suitable clothing to be worn for all PE sessions – school uniform or sport uniform
- runners or sneakers
- sports briefs under dresses for girls or green/black bike shorts
- Year 5/6 lightweight green sports shorts
- Year 5/6 yellow lightweight sports t-shirt with school logo

- For safety reasons, jewellery is not acceptable at school. The only exceptions are plain stud or small sleeper earrings and jewellery for religious reasons
- At the Principal’s discretion, extreme hair colour and extreme hair cuts are not permitted
- Hair accessories are limited to yellow, green or neutral colours
- Other than clear nail polish, cosmetics are not permitted
- Parents seeking exemptions to the dress code may contact the Principal in writing
Implementation:

- The Dress Code will be implemented in a manner consistent with the Student Code of Conduct
- The Dress Code will be implemented at the discretion of the Principal
- The Dress Code should be read in conjunction with the Uniform Policy
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